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A Uniquely Human Outstanding Scholar

• When I first met Christopher Freeman around 1980 he 

was 60 years old while I was 40. He became a close 

friend and my most important mentor.

• He shaped the mind of several generations of students 

from all parts of the world through his personality and 

scholarship. 

• He created much of the infrastructure of innovation 

studies – Science Policy Research Unit and Research 

Policy.  

• After retiring from SPRU he helped to build Merit in 

Maastricht, Redesist in Rio, the IKE-group in Aalborg and 

he supported the formation of Globelics.



Introduction to the lecture

• For a broader coverage of Freeman’s contributions to social science 

consult Fagerberg, J. & Fosaas, M. & Bell, M & Martin, B., 2011. 

”Christopher Freeman: Social Science Entrepreneur”, Research 

Policy. 

• For a broader introduction to the national innovation system literature 

you can listen to two video NIS-lectures – see www.cris-

is.org/reference - and read Chaminade, C., Lundvall B-Å and 

Hanef, S. (2018), Advanced Introduction to National Innovation 

Systems, Elgar.

• This lecture is focused specifically on Freeman’s contributions on 

world development, national innovation systems and economic 

development. 

• It reflects work in progress on US-China rivalry and the tech giants 

from the US and China done together with Cecilia Rikap.

https://ideas.repec.org/p/tik/inowpp/20110926.html
http://www.cris-is.org/reference


Structure of presentation

1. Freeman (1982-2002) on National Innovation Systems 

and World Development.

1. Key concepts

2. Method

2. Timeliness of his work on NIS and Catching-up

1. Two stories of catching up – Japan vs China

2. Artificial intelligence at the core of the second phase of the ICT 

revolution and as a window of opportunity for China

3. Lessons from Freeman on how to study national 

innovation system

1. NIS, economic development and catching up.

2. Transformational strategies to cope with global challenges



Freeman on World Development and 

National Innovation Systems
• When Freeman left the directorship of SPRU in 1981 he 

got more freedom to focus his research on what he 

thought most important.

• Most of his publications in the period 1981-2002 aimed at 

understanding world development using three key 

concepts:

• Technological revolutions

• National systems of innovation

• Techno-Economic Paradigms, (developed with Carlota Perez).



Recommended readings (1982-2002)

• Freeman, C., 1982/2004. Technological infrastructure and 

international competitiveness. Industrial and corporate change 13, 

541-569.

• Freeman, C., 1987. Technology policy and economic performance: 

lessons from Japan. Pinter, London.

• Freeman, C., 1995/2019. History, co-evolution and economic 

growth. IIASA Working Paper 95-76. IIASA, Laxenburg now in 

ICC.

• Freeman, C. (2002). Continental, national and sub-national 

innovation systems- complementarity and economic growth. 

Research Policy, 31, 191–211.



NIS with focus on catching-up

• Freeman linked technological revolutions to shifts in 

global leadership. 

• In the 18th century England’s NIS had developed 

characteristics (and systemic coherence) contributing to 

explain, why it became the homestead for the industrial 

revolution based upon steam power and textiles. 

• As new technological systems dominated by electricity 

and chemistry emerged, Germany and the US forged 

ahead and left England behind. 

• Freeman’s (1987) analysis of Japan’s emergence as a 

potential technological leader in an era of information 

technology illustrated this general hypothesis.



Chris Freeman’s method

• Freeman was a pioneer in developing statistics to measure R&D and 

he used quantitative data to analyse long waves in the world 

economy.

• BUT: He was skeptical to modern trends in social science, and not 

least in journals, to regard quantitative analysis as the only form of 

‘scientific’ analysis. We can find references in most of his work on 

world development to ‘reasoned history’ as his preferred method.

• He, as did Schumpeter, regarded history as a core element in social 

science. Reasoned history implies that you use theoretical framing 

such as techno-economic paradigms and national systems of 

innovation to find patterns in history and socio-economic 

development.



Chris Freeman’s NIS-concept

1. Freeman made the distinction between narrow and broad definition 

of NIS and he used both in his work. 

2. His work on catching-up used a broad version, including 

institutional settings, the role of the state, industrial relations and 

industrial organisation.

3. Only the narrow version can be traced back to early OECD-work on 

National Science Systems (Godin is wrong!).

4. Crucial for his use of the concept is the role of the state and ‘the 

openness’ of the system’ (Friedrich List). In contrast to naturally 

grown ‘eco-systems’!

5. In a paper from 1995 (ICC 2019) he develops a more complex 

system’s view with five levels (Science, technology, economy, 

politics and culture) arguing that ‘nature’ should be added as the 

sixth level and that it might become a determining factor for 

economic growth in the next millenium.



Timelyness of Christopher Freeman’s

work: the US-China rivalry
• When CF wrote about the rise of Japan as a challenger to the US in 

microelectronics, the state and the big firms in the US took common 

action against Japan accusing it for stealing and copying technology 

and for dumping. Japan was forced to revalue its currency. These 

actions contributed to a slow down of growth – Japan did not surge 

ahead.

• Today, 30 years later a similar situation has emerged where China in 

the Second Phase of the ICT-revolution challenges the US lead in 

Artificial intelligence. Differences in political system adds to the 

bitterness of US response. Tendency toward splitting the world in  two 

separate knowledge spheres.

• In China we see digital service companies with the potential to 

challenge the US tech giants (Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple and 

Microsoft). Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent and Huawei, use platforms and 

cloud services to harvest data to develop AI-capabilities.  



A very stylized tale of two catching up 

strategies – Japan vs China
Technology:

Japan: Microelectronics applications in manufacturing

China: Artificial intelligence applications in digital services.

• Industrial organization:

• Japan: Keiretsu industrial organisation (Korea Chaebols)

• China: State owned enterprises and Private Tech Giants

• Openness in terms of inwards FDI

• Japan very closed

• China very open

• Modes of innovation of learning from abroad

• Japan: Reverse engineering

• China: Market access for technology sharing+outward FDI

• Common characteristics

• Heavy investments in R&D and in higher education

• Techno-cratic leadership (engineer dominated) via MITI and CCP.



Artificial Intelligence, China-US rivalry and 

AI as a window of opportunity for China
• AI is a general purpose technology and a technology accelerating 

innovation processes.

• It has been widely applied in search machines, social media, 

advertising, e-commerce and finance by tech giants. Important also in 

weapon systems and military intelligence. 

• Next round of applications in health, education, transport, energy, 

administration, intelligent cities and industry (4.0).

• China’s strength reflects the volume of data that harvested by their 

tech giants and on this basis they have taken a world lead in 

applications such as e-payment.

• Combination of big population, widespread use of mobile 

communication and the Great Firewall (to control info flow)

• AI is at the core of the second phase of the ICT-revolution.



Will China surge ahead? Preliminary 

assessments.
• Remaining weaknesses in AI relate to talent, originality and hardware – US 

embargos will force China to focus on developing these internally or getting

access through other channels.

Other major challenges China’s NIS:

• China is now world leading in number of AI publications and patents. But 

problems with the quality remain. The connection between Universities

hosting most of the research in AI and industry remains weak and 

problematic (lack of trust). 

• Tension between promoting private tech giants and giving first priority to 

the big State Owned Enterprises.

• Current strategy has fostered strongholds in science and technology but 

the majority of firms are not engaged in innovation. The NIS is still a 

fragmented and dual national innovation system (see Chaminade et al).

• Upgrading the innovation capacity in the whole economy is crucial for the 

widening use of AI.



What we know about NIS and 

development
• No nation state is an intellectual island. Learning from abroad is 

necessary. 

• There are different mechanisms for learning from abroad – limits for 

learning by inward FDI and GVC. Reverse engineering, exchange of 

people and outward FDI may be more promising. But this should be 

differentiated according to technology characteristics (an issue for 

future research agenda).

• To learn from abroad requires public money invested in knowledge 

creation, education and learning. 

• Universities have an important role to play in preparing the 

absorption of science based technologies.

• Equally important is training of skilled workers, technicians and 

engineers and developing a technological infrastructure.



NIS and catching up

• Lessons from Freeman, Fagerberg and Keun Lee on 

catching up:

• The state has an important role to play in managing the openness 

of the national economy.

• To actually learn from openness requires parallel domestic efforts 

to build a stronger national innovation systems.

• Investment in education and research is important prerequisite for 

economic development.

• Crucial issue is the evolution of network relationships between 

knowledge producers and industry. 

• To overcome middle income trap it is necessary to decouple from 

global value chains and to focus on short cycle technologies.



NIS and global challenges

• History has shaped a world order constituted by nation states. The 

nation state is an institution that has gained its historical strength from 

its success in promoting economic growth.

• Globalization has been presented as a game where enterprises

rooted in different nation states compete within rules guarded by 

international organisations. The US-China conflict makes clear the 

role of the state, the fragility of the world order and the importance of 

power when it comes to break the rules.

• To counter global challenges such as global warming and increasing

inequality new kinds of transnational innovation systems are required. 

While big tech offers such transnational systems they are geared to 

harvest private rents and to monopolize strategic technologies.

• An utopian perspective: Socialize big tech through new regional 

associations of nations based upon principles of democracy and 

taking full advantage of knowledge, science and technology to 

respond to global challenges.



How to study national innovation systems 

today – some major challenges.

• The two major challenges climate change (Nature) and 

global inequality require NISs that give innovation new 

direction.

• Radical innovation and not least Artificial Intelligence 

(Science and Technology) have important roles to play but 

need to be coupled with formation of new norms and 

values (Culture).

• There is a need to move beyond national toward 

transnational innovation systems (Politics).

• A new pragmatism in relation to how to organise the 

economy (markets vs plans) is needed (Economy).



How to study national innovation 

systems? Lessons from Chris Freeman.
• Combine quantitative analysis with historical studies and 

case studies.

• Restore world history and history of ideas in economics 

and social science.

• Focus on co-evolution of technologies, economic  and 

social organisation and culture.

• Make distinction between current performance of systems 

and capacity to transform.

• History never ends and nothing is forever – neither 

‘naturalized’ institutions such as nation states nor proto-

type economic systems such as capitalism and socialism.



Post script on the realities of academic life

• As young Globelics scholar you cannot follow immediately 

in Freeman’s footsteps – many of you will feel pressure to:

• Develop advanced skills in quantitative methods

• Focus articles or thesis on a narrowly defined set of problems

• Specifying in detail your methodology

• Giving extensive references to almost all earlier work. 

• But there are still lessons to learn from CF’s method

• If at all possible, join a strong interdisciplinary team/project 

combining quantitive and qualitative methods (a priority task for 

Globelics seniors is to create such frameworks!).

• Define your set of problems so that your work contributes to 

understanding important aspects of world development

• Take inspiration from Chris’ philosophy as reflected in his concept 

Economics of Hope: Be Critical  and Creative - remain Optimistic



•THANK YOU FOR YOUR 

ATTENTION


